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For Julie,
for never giving up, no matter what

CHAPTER ONE
Sunday, May 14, 1995
Lake Martin, Alabama

THE LITTLEST GIRL squealed, the high-pitched sound rocketing over
the water to the twenty-foot walkabout boat anchored less than a hundred yards offshore. Beneath the bow bimini top near the front, two
sets of binoculars popped up as Lee and his uncle Chase observed the
Marshall clan at play. The extended family of Edmund and Margery
Marshall scattered across the long sloping lawn that reached from the
lake’s edge to the sprawling family compound on the hill above. The
boat had drifted closer to shore from when Lee and Chase had first
anchored, but it was only one of a dozen or so floating in the fish-filled
inlet near the Marshall compound. They were, as Chase had said, “Hiding in plain sight.”
On the grassy shore, three generations of the affluent Marshalls
had gathered for a leisurely picnic on this quiet Sunday—the patriarch
and his wife who had worked to make the wealth, the three children
who were helping build it, and the grandchildren who would never
have to worry about it. Those grandchildren dashed about between
the two Marshall brothers, who tried to toss a football back and forth
without tripping over one of their offspring. The tallest of the cousins—a boy not yet a teen—was clearly torn between joining his father
and uncle and continuing to torment the younger ones with a lizard
he’d caught.
Lee lowered his binoculars and slumped in the front passenger
chair of the boat, bored as only a seventeen-year-old boy can be. The
9
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promised excitement of following his uncle, a private detective, around
on one of his jobs had sounded thrilling. Instead, they had watched as
the little girl and her cousins—all under twelve—scampered about in a
game of tag for almost an hour.
“Tell me again why we are watching a bunch of rich white folks without a care in the world.” Lee had a hard time keeping the envy out of his
voice. He didn’t care. He could list a dozen things he’d rather be doing.
His uncle took a long breath, a sign of his growing impatience. Sitting behind the wheel of the boat, he twisted, glaring at Lee. “I told you.
Background. You see the little girl, the youngest, in the Little Mermaid
T-shirt.”
Lee peered through the binoculars again. “Yeah. The one who looks
about five?”
“Yes. Just turned. Today is her birthday. Her name is Hope. She belongs
to the youngest of the Marshall kids, the strawberry-blond studying on
the blanket.”
Lee lowered his binoculars to study his uncle, the sharp angles of the
man’s face, the crinkled skin of a rough scar that peeked from beneath
the collar of his polo shirt. “That blond looks like she’s my age. She
can’t be more than seventeen.”
“Eighteen. Just enrolled at UAB.”
Lee took another look. He couldn’t believe the blond was old enough
to be enrolled in the University of Alabama at Birmingham, much
less—“And she’s got a five-year-old?”
Chase lowered his binoculars. “Yes. What of it?”
The tone in his uncle’s voice did not invite an answer to the question.
“Nothing. Just unusual, that’s all.”
Chase lifted the binoculars. “Gen—the woman—isn’t involved with
the girl’s father, but he likes to keep an eye out. And Gen’s started dating a new guy she met at UAB. Daddy doesn’t like it. Wants to know
what’s going on.”
“So he hired you to keep an eye out?”
“It’s what I do.”
Right. The ink on Chase’s new license as a private investigator had
barely had time to dry. “Is the new guy here?”
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“Not so far.”
Lee raised the binoculars one more time, trying to take in the entire
scene. The old man—obviously the eldest Marshall—stood at the grill
with a soda in one hand, flipping burgers, hot dogs, and steaks. His wife
spread plates and flatware on the picnic table, anchoring a stack of napkins with the ketchup bottle. Two dark-haired young women, probably
the brothers’ wives, tried to help the older woman, without much success. The kids continued to race about the long lawn that sloped down
to the shimmering lake and the Marshall boathouse and dock, making
enough racket to wake the dead.
Serene. Happy. The very picture of the American dream.
As they watched, a tall man carrying a cake box emerged from the
main house, his long strides carrying him closer to the Marshalls. Spotting him, Gen bounced off her blanket, the books she’d been studying
scattering over it. She ran to the man, greeting him with a generous hug
and a kiss on the cheek as he struggled to keep the cake box level. Gen’s
pale complexion and reddish-blond locks made for a sharp contrast to
the man’s dark skin and hair.
“That’s the new guy?”
“Yes. Nicholas Eaton.” Chase’s teeth ground together, the gritting
sound making Lee wince.
Eaton? Lee lowered the binoculars again. “Like the hotel-chain guys?
Those Eatons?”
His uncle’s voice was tight. “Yes. Oldest son. At UAB working on his
MBA.”
“I guess rich attracts rich.”
Chase jerked the binoculars away from his eyes, his face a twisted
mask of anger. “It’s not about the money.”
Lee scooted back against the hull, trying to move out of range of his
uncle’s ire. He pushed his dark hair off his forehead. “Of course not.”
“He does not want his little girl raised by a”—Chase stopped, swallowing whatever he had been about to say—“a stranger.”
“So now what?”
“Now I gather the info, and we wait.”
“For what?”
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Chase returned to watching the idyllic scene through the binoculars. “For the right time.”
Lee dropped it. He wasn’t sure he wanted to know the next answer—
the right time for what? He too continued watching the Marshalls.
Eaton and Gen had settled back on the blanket, their heads together as
they studied one of her books. The oldest cousin had given up on the
lizard and had joined in the football toss. The old man had loaded a
platter with meat as his wife rounded up the family.
Lee rolled his shoulders. The tension radiating off his uncle made
him nervous, fidgety. He’d been eager to come along, to learn more
about his uncle’s new private investigation business. It had sounded
exciting, like one of those adventure movies he loved. But this . . . was
not that. He knew Chase had not told him the whole story. He also
knew that if Chase had anything to do with this, that family was about
to have their rich-people peacefulness turned topsy-turvy. And Lee
didn’t want to have anything to do with that.
But he had a bad feeling he was in it for the long haul.
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CHAPTER T WO
Present Day
Pineville, Alabama

JILL T URNEY FIDGETED. I waited for her answer, trying not to watch her
foot. Jill sat, legs crossed, on a bistro stool at the front of my Overlander,
the Airstream travel trailer that was my temporary home and office.
Professional, polished, and poised, a lawyer in her prime. Her dark
hair remained in a neat, tight French braid, but her floral-embroidered
Kate Spade boot bounced like an impatient child in church, making
her entire body tremble. Her fingers twisted the strap of the matching
handbag, which she clutched in her lap.
We had met a few weeks ago, and now Jill had finally decided to hire
me. When she had made that announcement a few minutes ago, I asked
one direct question. “What do you want me to do?”
“Isn’t it obvious?”
“No. Tell me what you want me to do.”
She couldn’t answer. Her foot gyrations increased in strength, and
the Overlander rocked. Hmm. I obviously needed to check the stabilizers
underneath. I had, after all, recently had an issue with a local raccoon
who liked the underside of my trailer. The cooler temps of autumn had
made him braver, enough so that he’d already tangled once with Cletis,
the orange campground tabby. That had been a fight to raise the dead.
It definitely had dragged me out of bed at two in the morning. Cletis
had won, but I’d had to wrangle him to the vet for stitches.
I sighed and sat down on the edge of the recliner, which was on the
opposite side of the trailer’s living room from the bistro stool. “Look,
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Jill, you’ve been gone from Pineville a long time. I know this thing has
plagued your family—”
The foot froze. “This thing?” Her voice rose in pitch. “This thing? You
mean the murdered woman found in Daddy’s barn? The murder they
tried so hard to blame on Daddy that it ruined all our lives? You mean
that thing?”
Well . . . yes. Finding a dead body on someone’s property does tend to
affect how people view folks.
“Jill—”
“Ricky’s been arrested. Again.”
Ah. Jill’s brother. Twelve years her senior, Ricky Turney was as well
known to local law enforcement officials as Otis was to Sheriff Andy
Taylor in good old Mayberry. And for similar reasons.
“Your parents called you.”
Jill nodded, a short, clipped snap of the head. “They don’t have the
bail money, so of course they called me. They don’t even know how
much it’ll be this time, since it’s not exactly his first offense. He won’t
be arraigned until tomorrow, and I’m tempted to leave him there to
rot.” She uncrossed her legs and clamped both feet on the floor. “I am so
tired of this, Star! It has to stop. Now!”
“Um, rehab—”
She waved away the suggestion before I could get it out. “No good.
He won’t go, or if he does go, he won’t stay. He’s going to kill himself, or
even worse, someone else.”
“He drives while under the—”
“Of course he drives! Mama can’t stop him, and Daddy won’t. Daddy
would personally love it if Ricky took out half the county. But it’s not
even really the booze, you know?”
“How so?”
“It’s that woman! She ruined my family, and she’s going to get my
brother killed! Even my own psychiatrist tells me that Ricky and I will
never be normal as long as that’s hanging over our heads. The ‘root
cause,’ she called it. Root of all our evil.”
“You see a psychiatrist?”
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“Star!”
I straightened. “You have to say it, Jill. I’m not a mind reader. You
and Ricky have toyed with this since I got to Pineville. Since Mike introduced us and you found out I was a private investigator. But I can’t ask.
And I cannot assume. You have to tell me, tell me exactly what you want
from me.”
She sat completely still, staring down at her hands. “You know I
work with investigators every day. This shouldn’t be so hard.”
“That’s work. This is family.”
She closed her eyes. “Yes. You understand. Family is different.”
Boy howdy, was that an understatement. I’d arrived in Pineville earlier this year in an attempt to solve my own family cold case. It had
almost gotten me killed because my judgment had been clouded by
family intrigue. And I’d left this small Alabama town, planning to
resume my former life in Nashville, only to return for another case.
Then another. That I’d ended up staying in Pineville longer than I had
planned astonished a lot of people. Including me.
Part of the reason I had lingered now sat in front of me, trying to
finally work up the nerve to say the words she’d hinted at for several
months. I’d met Jill when the local chief of police, Michael Luinetti,
had introduced us not long after my first case was resolved back in
the spring. She’d been in town only for a short stay, during one of
her many trips home to bail out her brother. I’d met Ricky as well,
although he wasn’t coherent at the time. He referred to Jill as “the one
who got away,” meaning she’d escaped small-town Alabama for the
lights and corporate world of Chicago. The story they told me about
the unsolved crime on their family farm riveted me, so I embraced the
idea of working with them. But Jill had to be specific with what she
wanted me to do.
Jill took a deep breath and finally spoke, her voice still carrying the
twang of her north Alabama roots. Law school and four years in Chicago had dimmed it not one whit. “I want to hire you to solve the murder of Genevieve Marshall Eaton. I want you to find out who really
killed her and clear my family’s name of this curse.”
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•
Michael Luinetti looked up from his computer, his face calm, his
dark-blue eyes flat. This was a rare event. The German side of his blood
usually lost out to the Sicilian side when it came to his expressions.
“You want what?” Even his voice remained level, if disbelieving.
I leaned against the doorframe of his office, using my foot to push
the windowed door labeled “Chief of Police” farther open. “I was wondering if you could share anything your department has on the murder
of Genevieve Eaton. I understand it’s still an open case.”
He blinked, and I could almost see the investigator part of his brain
tumbling the request over a few times. I waited, knowing he’d put it
together. I usually brainstorm out loud. Mike prefers to remain silent
as the facts click into place in his brain.
Mike and I have, as they say, history. That we spend a lot of time
together is regular fodder for the local gossip mill. It makes us a good
team and comfortable partners with our work. And good friends.
Well, OK, we’re more than friends. We just try not to be too obvious
about that part of our relationship while I’m standing in his office discussing dead bodies.
One eyebrow arched. His tell. He had it. “Jill Turney has finally hired
you to clear her father.”
“Yep.”
“You are never getting back to Nashville. You know that, right?”
This had become a running joke between us. After solving the coldcase murders of my father and grandmother last year, I’d returned to
Nashville to heal and recoup. I had to come back to Alabama to retrieve
the Overlander my grandmother had given me. Mike had immediately
introduced me to two potential clients, his not-so-subtle attempts
to get me to stay in Pineville. But I’d hauled the Overlander back to
Nashville, parked it in the backyard of my cottage there, and refitted
part of it as a portable investigation unit, complete with some basic
forensic equipment. I’d barely gotten the refit completed when I had a
request for help on another Pineville cold case. After a second request,
I finally rented a slot at a nearby RV campground. I’d only been back to
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Nashville twice in the last six months to check on my house. Both times
I’d left the Overlander in Pineville. Now Jill Turney had finally made up
her mind, and it looked like maybe I’d be staying a little longer.
“I have to go back soon to prep the house for winter.” I’d hired a
house sitter, a friend who was temporarily out of work, but it wasn’t a
long-term solution.
“Or you could just rent it for a year.” A suggestion Mike had made a
few dozen times. He didn’t want me to leave Pineville. And to be honest,
despite all the work he’d sent my way, this dark-haired Yankee was the
primary reason I hadn’t left.
History.
This time, however, his words felt different. Almost like a warning.
I moved closer to his desk. “You believe this will take a while.” The previous two were relatively recent cases and turned out to be quick to
resolve. Still . . . “My father was murdered in 1984. My grandmother in
1954. Those were cold a pretty long time.”
“Yes, but your father and grandmother were murdered as part of an
ongoing conspiracy of corruption, and their deaths were never investigated. Gen Eaton’s murder was under a new sheriff and was investigated thoroughly. Not closed, but they weren’t negligent. Just a lot of
dead ends. It’s been cold since 1999. It also happened before the town
and the county split and Pineville became a municipality with a police
chief. The files used to be in the combined archives, but I wouldn’t
swear to it now.”
“So I’m wasting my time?”
He shrugged. “And possibly Jill’s money. I know that case. I went
through all the cold-case files when I was first hired five years ago, and
Jill asked me to specifically take a close look at that one. It’s been reexamined twice, but the detectives couldn’t find a new angle. Everything led to the same place as before—right to Kevin Turney’s doorstep.
They did a good job, but they couldn’t find anything that could either
clear or convict her father. While technically the case is open, everyone
who’s looked at it thinks it’s unsolvable.”
“So if her father is guilty, he did a masterful cleanup.”
“But if he’s innocent, someone did a lousy job of framing him.”
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“No one said it would be easy.”
Mike finally smiled. “If it was, it wouldn’t hold your interest.”
“I do like a challenge.”
Mike opened a drawer and pulled out a sheet of paper. “Have Jill
fill out this request form. She can ask for the files as a family member
involved with the case. Have her send it back with a note appointing
you as the agent for the family.”
I took the form and glanced over it. Standard stuff. “This is awfully
. . . official.”
A smile flashed across his face, then he smothered it. “We have a new
mayor. I like my job.”
“Ah.” I folded the paper and slipped it into my purse. I leaned one hip
against his desk. “And I kinda like you having this job.”
“I always knew you just liked me for my money.”
“I do prefer a man who has big bucks.”
This time his smile lingered. Another running joke. Mike made
less than I had as a beat cop in Nashville. Small town, small budget. I
leaned closer. “So what can you tell me about the Turneys? Not as police
chief. Just as Michael Luinetti, observer of Pineville.”
“You know the two are pretty much the same.”
I shrugged.
Mike pushed away from his computer and nodded at the door. Ah.
Back to business. I walked over and closed the door, then sat in one of
his 1960s-style visitor chairs.
He leaned his forearms on the desk. “Kevin Turney moved here in the
late seventies, kind of a late-blooming hippie type, want-to-live-off-thegrid sort of guy. Nice fella at the time, from all reports. He bought the
land, built the house, barn, all the outbuildings. Not sure where he met
Willa, but they married in the mid-eighties. Ricky came along. They
wanted to have a bunch of kids, their own commune. But if I remember
correctly, Willa had trouble having children, so after a few years, they
adopted Jill. The farm flourished.”
“And everybody was happy.”
Mike nodded. “Until one of Kevin’s transient workers discovered
loose earth in one of the stalls and uncovered a hand.”
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“Everything went south.”
“Yep. That was about 1998 or 1999. Genevieve Marshall Eaton had
been missing for about a year.”
“Kidnapped? Runaway wife?”
“At first they suspected runaway. Her marriage had seemed sound,
but there had been some odd behaviors, missing cash, strange phone
calls. But no signs of foul play.”
“But . . .”
“Nicholas Eaton insisted that his wife would never do that, never
leave him. He’s an interesting character. New money, family is in the
hospitality business. Has been since the early sixties. Started with
one motel and built or bought into hotel chains. He has a dignified,
regal presence and is quite no-nonsense. He’d met Gen in college and
described her as kind, intelligent, meticulous, and straightforward.
Not a subtle or submissive woman. Not given to sneaking around. If
she’d wanted a divorce, she would have confronted him with the problems long before it came to the breaking point. The one twist in the case
is that something similar had already happened to them.”
I leaned toward his desk. “What do you mean?”
“Gen had a little girl, Hope, the result of an assault when she was
only twelve or thirteen. Eaton planned to adopt her, but Hope was kidnapped before they married. She was never located. So Eaton did not
take well to the suggestion that Gen had brought this on herself. They
already had known tragedy and had stuck together. And to all reports,
they were a loving couple, quite devoted to each other, despite all they
had been through.”
“Who attacked Gen?”
Mike shook his head. “No one knew.” He paused and shrugged one
shoulder. “At least, no one who would talk to the authorities. After a
few weeks, the family stopped cooperating, and their attorney simply
told the police that Gen needed to heal.”
The pieces slipped together in my head. “They found out she was
pregnant.”
“That was the gossip of the day. They sent her to family in North
Carolina for the next few months—”
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“More healing.”
His mouth jerked. “Yes.”
“And she came back with Hope.”
“Yep. And Gen disappeared into the Marshall family compound on
Lake Martin for a while. Homeschooled.”
“So neither case was resolved?”
“Birmingham cops couldn’t get anywhere. Eaton hired a PI, who
found no trace of Hope but tracked Gen as far as Trussville, then lost
the trail. Nothing until she turned up in Kevin Turney’s barn.”
“Cause of death?”
“Gunshot to the head. Entrance in the front. The wound was clean,
small caliber, but she’d been in the muck too long. Not much left of her
face. Dental records inconclusive. Too decomposed for fingerprints.”
“Forensics?”
“She was buried in a stall that had once held cows but was being
used to store hay. It was a forensics tornado before they ever started digging. Toxic is a mild description.”
“So . . . DNA for identification.”
Another nod. “And her wedding set.”
“You mean her rings?”
“Yep. Very distinctive. Nicholas had them custom made. Their
matching wedding bands were black onyx trimmed on both edges in
gold. Last I heard, he still wears his. Never remarried. Gen’s engagement ring was a five-carat black diamond surrounded by smaller white
diamonds.”
My eyes widened. “And the killer left them on her hand?”
“The murder definitely wasn’t about money. Or the fact that Mr. and
Mrs. Nicholas Eaton were one of the wealthiest couples in Birmingham. It also could have been expediency. There’s not a pawnbroker or
fence in the state who would not have recognized those rings.”
“So maybe not a kidnapping.”
“Not for money, at any rate. Nicholas identified the rings and provided the DNA sample. The results took a while. In the meantime,
rumors flew like crazy, and the Turneys got the worst of it. No one could
accept an explanation that didn’t lay the blame at their feet. Some of
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the local stores wouldn’t sell to them. They stopped answering the
door. Ricky was already an alcoholic, trying to work odd jobs, but he
gave up. Jill was young, but the bullying at school took its toll. Willa
finally homeschooled Jill until she could get into college.”
“Neighbors turned on neighbors.”
Mike shrugged. “It happens. Things calmed down some after a few
years, but it’ll never be the same for them. They tried to sell the land a
few years ago, but there were no takers.”
“Jill called it a curse.”
“I’d have to agree. And I can see why she’d want help clearing it.”
“Any suggestions?”
Mike leaned back in his chair and looked up at the ceiling, hands
clasped behind his head. When he looked at me again, his blue eyes
gleamed. His second tell. The challenge had been accepted, the bit
caught between his teeth. He’d help me in any way he could. He pushed
a lock of dark-brown hair away from his forehead. “If I were starting
this over, I’d start with Gen’s family.”
“Nicholas Eaton?”
“No.” He shook his head. “Although you need to talk to him as
well. No, start with the Marshalls. Her mom is alive, and Gen and her
brothers were extremely close, even though they were a lot older. Jack
and . . . I forget the other one. I always suspected this had a lot less to
do with Gen’s marriage than it did with something that happened in
her past. Start there.”
“You got it, Boss.” I stood. “Still up for dinner tonight?”
“You cooking?”
I looked at him askance, and he laughed. “Baker’s it is. I’ll pick you
up about six.”
I grinned and turned. “I might even dress up,” I said over my shoulder.
“For Baker’s?”
I paused and winked at him. “No, not for Baker’s.”
His cheeks flushed, and I opened the door.
“Star?”
I looked back. “Be careful?”
His face was solemn again. “And skirt the Turneys as long as you can.
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Kevin once took a shot at me before he realized I was a cop. He might
have been a nice guy in the past, but he’s turned bitter, reclusive, and I
can’t say I blame him. And don’t forget that something got Gen Marshall killed. Jill may have hired you, but she’s not the key to any of this.
Don’t get shot.”
“The core of all my plans, Michael, my friend.”
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CHAPTER THREE
Monday, July 10, 1995
Birmingham, Alabama

LEE SHIFTED IN the passenger seat of the gray Toyota, the pressure in his
bladder becoming a steady ache. “I need to take a break,” he muttered.
From behind his binoculars, Chase grimaced. “There’s a Mason jar
in the back seat.”
Really? What is this, the 1930s? “And there’s a restaurant—”
“And they could be out and gone while you’re taking care of business. A PI should not be heard or seen while he’s on stakeout. Never
leave your post. Too easy to lose your prey.”
Prey? What in the world— Lee stared at Chase, squirming again.
Over the past few weeks, Lee’s curiosity about what Chase was really
up to had worn thin as his uncle had become obsessed with the growing relationship between Gen Marshall and Nicholas Eaton. Football
camp started in a month, his senior year loomed, and Lee had come to
regret listening to his mother’s cajoling words about this being the perfect summer job. He would have made more money flipping burgers—
and probably learned a lot more.
He and Chase had only tackled two other jobs, enough to pay a few
expenses and Lee’s minuscule paycheck. The rest of the time, they had
followed Gen any time she left the Marshall compound for anything
other than school. Chase had her summer schedule at UAB memorized,
and only during her class periods and times at home did Chase let up
on the surveillance.
Now they sat on Second Avenue North, across the street from one of
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the most well-known legacy jewelers in the city, and Chase’s mood had
soured more than Lee thought possible.
“I won’t lose them. If they’re picking out rings, they’ll be in there for
a while.”
The sound that emerged from Chase’s throat was almost feral. “They
are not picking out rings! She would never marry a . . . a man like that.”
A man like . . . what? Rich? Handsome? Lee did not want to voice the
obvious slur, but something in Chase’s tone got his attention. “Are you
sure that’s what your client would think?”
Chase’s head wrenched in his direction, the glare in his eyes dark
and frightening, his voice pure gravel. “Get out. Go to the restaurant.
Now.”
Lee did not hesitate. He grabbed the door handle and dove out of
the car. His gait toward the glass door of the trendy bistro was halting as he worked out the kinks caused by hours of sitting in the small
Toyota. He gave a noncommittal wave at the hostess as he headed for
the bathroom. Afterward, he washed his face and tried to regain some
composure before heading back outside.
The gray Toyota was gone. He glanced at the jewelers, but he knew
without checking that Gen Marshall and Nicholas Eaton had returned
to his BMW and left.
Great. Chase had left him stranded an hour from home. Letting out
a long sigh, Lee scanned the street for a pay phone. His mother was
going to kill him.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Present Day
The Marshall Family Compound
Lake Martin, Alabama

GIVEN WHAT I knew about how the Marshalls had made their wealth—
shipping and textile manufacturing—I fully expected what Mike had
described as “the family compound” on Lake Martin to recall Southern
plantations of a bygone era. Instead, the long and winding drive led to a
setting that could have emerged fully formed from Frank Lloyd Wright’s
most fevered imagination. Surrounded by soaring oaks and southern
pines, the central dark-framed structure seemed more glass than wood
and stained concrete, with stark angles, arched peaks, and broad balconies. Only two stories tall, it seemed to stretch along the top of the hill
for at least a quarter mile, almost as if it had grown out of the landscape.
Arched cloisters connected five distinct sections of the home, each with
its own entrance and covered stoop. Even though it was still midmorning, light blazed from all windows, competing with the sun overhead.
I wasn’t entirely sure where the front door was.
I decided to trust the drive, which reached its apex near a set of double wooden doors beneath an expansive balcony. I parked Belle, my
blue-and-white 1966 GMC Carryall, but before I could reach the stoop,
the right door flew back and an older woman wearing matching limegreen shorts and a tank top greeted me with a smile and a wave. She was
toned and trim, and her long silver hair was pulled back in a ponytail.
A green polka-dotted bandanna covered most of it. On her feet were a
pair of cross-trainers worth about a month of Mike Luinetti’s salary.
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“You must be Star!” She stepped back from the door. “Do come in.”
As I did, she introduced herself. “Mike called to let me know you
were coming. I’m Margery Marshall. Just Margery. Please forgive my
attire. It’s cleaning day.” Before I could say a word, she turned and
strode back into the house, talking as she went, her hands animated in
the air. “Yes, I have maids. Everyone asks that. A house this size, it’s a
necessity. One person could never keep it all clean. It would take you a
month, and then you’d just have to start over again. Especially when the
kids were younger, the boys in particular. I swear they could create dirt
just standing still. But there are just some things I prefer to do myself. I
used to tell Eddie . . .” She paused for a half second. “That was Mr. Marshall, Edmund—man, he loved the wild architects, Wright, Sullivan—I
told him that this house would be impossible to keep clean, and he told
me that’s why rich people had maids and such, so they could have their
big houses. He was such a cutup, that Eddie. I miss him.”
I wondered if Eddie ever got a word in edgewise. I had followed Margery through a marble-floored foyer, past a sunken living room with
mid-twentieth-century furnishings, down a narrow hallway with four
closed doors, and into a glass-walled sunroom filled with a maze of tall
green plants, shelves holding a selection of violets and orchids, and an
over-cushioned set of wicker furniture.
“We’ll be more comfortable in here over that stuffy living room.
Never did like that room, but Eddie considered it essential for entertaining his clients. And we’re less likely to hear all the clanging and
banging of the maids.” Margery paused, pushed her shoes off without
untying them, and settled into the corner of a wicker settee, tucking her
feet underneath her rear.
According to the police file Mike had given me, Margery Marshall
was seventy-three. I couldn’t sit like that now, and she had three decades
on me. “So . . . Mike called you?”
“Of course! I do not go around inviting just anyone into my home.
But he vouched for you. He said you wanted to talk about Genevieve’s
murder.” She let out a long sigh. “I suppose the Turneys are trying to
get out from under this again.” When I nodded, she leaned forward.
“I can’t blame them.” Her voice dropped to a conspiratorial whisper. “I
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never believed Kevin Turney had anything to do with it, not really. He
was too good a man.”
“So you knew him?”
Her hand made an oblong wave at the side of the chair. “I know they
live up in Pineville—and that’s a long ways off—but you know everyone winds up in Birmingham for one reason or another. When he first
moved here, he wasn’t much of a farmer. Lots of dreams but not much
knowledge about actual farming. Idealist. Like so many of us were in
the seventies. So he joined a couple of clubs, took some classes.” She
waved at the plants, as if greeting old friends. “We wound up in the
same gardening club. Nice man. Good man. I liked him—he was fun to
talk to and really listened to me, liked my ideas. We’d have coffee. Talk.
Dream. He wanted to do so much with that farm of his. So I knew something just wasn’t right about all that. Everybody knew it wasn’t right.
But I mean, a body doesn’t wind up in someone’s barn by accident.”
“So you don’t mind talking about your daughter?”
Margery actually paused, her lips pursed, and for a brief second her
eyes had a thousand-yard stare. It passed rapidly, and she focused on
my face again. “Have you ever lost anyone close to you?”
I nodded.
“Something bizarre happens afterward. At least it did with me. With
us. After all the initial consolations and casseroles and carousels of potted plants end, people seemed to be embarrassed by the death. By your
grief. No one wants to talk about the lives that had been so precious
and short.” She straightened. “It’s like they wanted to ignore that my
beautiful Gen and Hope had ever existed. No mention of their birthdays or questions about the case. If I brought them up, people flinched
and looked away. So yes, I want to talk about my daughter and granddaughter. I will tell you everything you want to know and then some.”
I had no doubt about that last part. “What do you believe happened
to Gen? The reports I’ve read indicated that her behavior had changed
before her disappearance.”
She shrugged. “No idea. And the good Lord knows I’ve run it through
my brain often enough. Gen and Nicky were so happy in the beginning, so in love. Giddy, almost like schoolchildren. Nicky adored her,
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showered her and Hope with gifts. He didn’t care that Hope wasn’t his,
that she was a child born of rape. He took her into his heart. But losing
a child does something to you, and losing a child to violence pushes
that to a whole new level. Gen became convinced Hope was alive, and
she couldn’t let it go. She became obsessed, and obsession of any kind
is a poison.”
“Why did she think Hope was alive?”
Margery fell silent a few moments, then she unfolded and stood,
gesturing for me to follow her. She padded out of the sunroom in her
socks, heading down yet another hallway. This one was short and took
a turn to the left into a much longer passageway, where the walls were
lined with family photos.
It never failed. I’ve yet to be in a family home of any kind—from the
wealthiest society mavens to the poorest blue-collar workers—where
there was not some kind of family gallery on the wall. For a long time, I
didn’t fully understand this, until the last memories of my father faded
into smoke and vanished—he’d died when I was not quite three—and all
I had left of him were the few photos my mother kept.
When we loved, we wanted to remember. Photos lasted longer and
were more distinct than most memories.
Margery flicked a switch on the wall, and an entire network of track
lighting illuminated the gallery. Most of the framed photos were formal
portraits made in a studio. Several at the entrance to the hallway were
of the four original family members: Edmund, Margery, and their two
sons. As we walked down the hall, a baby appeared in Margery’s arms,
then the baby turned into a little girl with bright eyes and reddishblond hair. The boys grew. Wives appeared, then grandchildren.
Then a baby appeared in Gen’s arms, when she looked to be a child
herself. Margery rested a hand gently on that frame. “I offered to hold
Hope for her so it wouldn’t be so obvious that she was far too young to
have a child. She refused.”
“You never considered ending the pregnancy?”
Margery shook her head. “Edmund and I discussed it. Obviously it
was an option. We did not want to, but we had to bring Gen into the
conversation, even at her age. We presented all the pros and cons. She
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took them all in with the solemnness of an old judge. She asked if she
could take a few days, which surprised and dismayed us. Surprised that
she would be so rational and calm at her age, but Gen was always what
my mother—God rest her—called an ‘old soul.’ We also believed that her
taking the time would mean she would want to end it. She didn’t. She
took us up on our offer to help her, provide the support she needed.”
Margery touched her daughter’s face. “She became determined to do
what needed to be done. I homeschooled her for a year, then she went
back and finished high school. Walked that stage to get her diploma
with her peers.”
“Do you know who Hope’s father is?”
Margery stilled, her face a mask. “You mean who Gen’s rapist was.”
“Yes.”
She stared up at me, her eyes narrow. “We would have told the police
about that monster if we knew!”
“Not if it created more upheaval for Gen once she made her decision.”
Margery turned back to the picture, stroking Gen’s face again. “You
do understand family, don’t you? Mike said you did.” She took a deep
breath and straightened her shoulders. “She couldn’t remember enough
to identify him. And, after a while, we just wanted to focus on Gen.”
She moved to a section where the pictures were less formal, a collage
of random snapshots. Her hand rested on one that showed Gen pushing Hope on a swing, both of them caught mid-laugh, hair flying. Hope
appeared to be a gregarious, lively child with dark hair and skin and
ice-blue eyes that glowed, even in the photo.
“She’s lovely,” I murmured.
“Indeed.”
“Unusual coloring, with those eyes.”
“And that, Star, is why Gen became obsessed.” Margery faced me.
“When Hope was kidnapped, it was from here, down near the lake.
Everyone just knew she had drowned, but the searchers never found a
body. Eventually they stopped looking, and Gen and Nicky tried to deal
with Hope’s presumed death. They married, built a life.”
She sniffed, glanced back at the picture, then started back down
the hallway toward the sunroom. I followed, waiting. As much as she
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wanted to tell me about Gen and Hope, this couldn’t be easy for her.
Margery retook her seat and retucked her feet, her eyes holding that
thousand-yard stare a few more moments.
She finally took a deep breath and swallowed hard. “A lot of the local
communities around here celebrate the Fourth of July on some day
other than the Fourth, so as not to compete with the big show at Vulcan Park in Birmingham. Some of them are almost as big. Nicky had
to be out of town—he regularly visits all the properties his company
owns. Gen went to one of those celebrations in Pine County. And she
saw Hope there.”
I stared at her. “She was positive?”
A nod. “Swore on her life. Same coloring, with those eyes. A little
girl on one of the midway rides that was part of the celebration. The
Ferris wheel. But by the time she got to the ride, the girl was gone. Gen
turned that fair inside out—even badgered the ride operator until he
called security. But there was no sign of a little dark-haired girl with
those bright-blue eyes. The security guards claimed she was insane. The
police tried to take her seriously, but how could they? How often do
grieving mothers see their dead child in a crowd? It’s not an uncommon experience. Eventually, one of the Pineville officers told me she
was hallucinating.”
“And no surveillance cameras the way they have today.”
“No. But Gen would not let it go. She said she watched the ride four
more times, not believing it herself. She was not hallucinating. After
that, she prowled playgrounds, schools, day care centers, all over Pine
County. The cops got to know her by name because there were so many
complaints filed about her. She called morgues looking for Jane Does,
pestered the local hospitals and clinics for information about a little
girl like Hope—of course, they would not tell her anything.”
Margery looked down at her hands. “Nicky came to talk to Eddie
and me about having her committed to a psychiatric facility. He could
afford a private clinic where she could get help. We agreed the time had
come, and he planned to talk with her that weekend.”
“But she vanished.”
Margery nodded and plucked at the hem of her shorts. “So of course
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the authorities declared she’d either fled or Nicky had killed her. That’s
the approach they took.”
“But . . .”
Margery sat a little straighter. “They ignored everything Nicky told
them. Even in the nineties it seemed to matter less that he was wealthy
and she was grieving than . . .” She looked away again, her mouth a thin
line.
Ah. “Than that he was black.”
Her eyes snapped back to me. “Of course! Don’t you know? All black
men are villains. They all kill their wives.” She ground her teeth so hard
I could hear them across the room, and her fury seethed. “I hope all
those racist fools rot in hell.”
“What did Nicky tell them?”
She sniffed again and wiped tears—frustration, anger, grief—away
from her face. “You talk to him. Genevieve kept meticulous records,
which he only found after her disappearance. She wasn’t crazy. She was
right.”
I stared at her. “Margery, what are you saying?”
“She had found Hope. And she had proof. And that’s what got her
killed. It had nothing to do with the Turneys and everything to do with
who took Hope. And till the day I die, I will believe that girl is alive.”
She pointed at me. “You find Hope, and you’ll find out who killed my
daughter.”
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